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Introduction:

This is a brief demonstration on how Blockchain Technology will be implemented in DogData
platform and all records created in Blockchain with unique Hash key generation for each 
record so that the records cannot be tampered. Also the records will be displayed with 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) in both website and Mobile App. The Blocks will be generated 
once the record is created either through website or through mobile app. For getting the 
information to store in the Blockchain, we will be using REST API. Rest API is a front end 
technology that is implemented to display the records in the mobile app (Dog Registration, 
Vaccination Record…etc that is created in the backend). It will just display the skeleton of the
records, so we will be working on the UI part to make it user friendly.

Please check the following images for better understanding on how the records are created in 
Blockchain and how they created records are displayed in both Web based UI and REST API 
for Mobile App. 

[Terminal] These are the terminals to start the Blockchain Module for

web (Port: 8080) and the REST API (Port: 3000) in Local host.Image 
1
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This is a brief demonstration on how Blockchain Technology will be implemented in DogData
platform and all records created in Blockchain with unique Hash key generation for each 
record so that the records cannot be tampered. Also the records will be displayed with 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) in both website and Mobile App. The Blocks will be generated 
once the record is created either through website or through mobile app. For getting the 
information to store in the Blockchain, we will be using REST API. Rest API is a front end 
technology that is implemented to display the records in the mobile app (Dog Registration, 
Vaccination Record…etc that is created in the backend). It will just display the skeleton of the
records, so we will be working on the UI part to make it user friendly.

Please check the following images for better understanding on how the records are created in 
Blockchain and how they created records are displayed in both Web based UI and REST API 
for Mobile App. 

[Backend Panel] This is how the Backend Panel of the Blockchain

Database will look with Graphical User Interface.Image 
2

 [Backend Panel] This is the Record history with time stamp
Image 

3
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[Backend Panel] Here a sample record with the document name as

“WordBlock” of the block structure name “Document”.Image 
4

[Rest API] The following screen demonstrates how the created record is

fetched in REST API.Image 
5
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[Front End of REST API] When the Record is fetched with REST API, it

creates a link to the record, you can see the record of “WordBlock” below.

(It will be given UI while displaying it in mobile app)

To show you another live example, a new table with the document name “Dolare

Clupa…” is created in Backend and displayed in both backend and REST API.  {Ref.Image 7}

Image 
6

[Backend Panel] Here a record is created in the name of “Dolare Culpa…”

with document ID: 1556. In the next screen you can see how it is fetched using

REST API.Image 
7
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[REST API] The same record and the link the record is created in REST API

module too simultaneously with the Blockchain hash value.Image 
8

[REST API]
Image 

9
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[Backend Panel] The records created will be displayed in Backend Panel

as shown in this screen.Image 
10

[Backend Panel] The following is how the Blockchain record history is

displayed with time stamp.Image 
11
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You can check the detailed information of the created record by

clicking the “View Record” button.Image 
12

You can see that the record has the Hash value of the Block that it has

been created in.Image 
13
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This Hash value is an unique value created on each record creation, so incase if someone or 

the admin or the user made any changes to the particular record, then it will be created as a 

new record with a new Blockchain hash value. By this way you can witness the data 

manipulation made in the record.

The following information is displayed in mobile app with attractive

User Interface design.Image 
14

DogID registration
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Thank you!

Blockchain Explorer DogID


